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For example: I have a specified number of posts of which only 1 are shown
on my page at a time but are all displayed on that page. However, I want the

remaining posts hidden from view on the page. Each of my custom post
types have a custom field called "slug" which is what I need to use to target
the correct post in my template file. Im not sure if this is possible or if there
is a better approach?. The book describes how to add 4 additional posts to
be displayed on this page.. Ive run out of disk space, I have to add another

drive and Ive heard that Macs are sensitive to file movement - maybe this is
the cause.. I'm using TM 2.14.1 to make this happen and it works great on
my Mac desktop running Lion but when I make this update live, it wont

work on the iphone.. I have a section of the page that displays all the data
from multiple tables. What I'm trying to do is have a search box that lets the

visitor search for posts from a specified date range.. I have a custom post
type that is displaying a small featured image and links to 5 comments. I'd
like to create a meta box for this page on the post edit screen so I can edit
this meta field. This will prevent anyone from editing the comment fields
unless they're logged in (as an admin). I can't get the postmeta to show up
for this page though.. I've recently started using BuddyPress for my site

because of the BuddyPress forum. Can anyone help me access the
BuddyPress forum in order to add it to my site. I went into users and I've

tried adding the forum to my list of forums and then adding the code from
the BuddyPress forums but nothing is working.. Is there a way to get a
GTK2 form with wxPython without requiring GTK or Qt? I have seen
articles suggesting that it should be possible but I can find nothing that

shows how.. I'm trying to add a new custom field to custom post type using
mysql_update. Can anybody tell me how to add a custom field to MySQL

with a particular post_type? I tried it like this:
mysql_query("UPDATE:cpt_foo SET. I'm trying to make a custom module
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that handles page comments on a myBB forum.. I'm trying to add a custom
field to MySQL with a particular post_type and I can't get it to work. Is
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